
2021-2022 Offerings

Highlights Film
1 Cinematographer – All Day Coverage*

$ 1,200
The “Highlights Film” package consists of a 3-5 minute highlight film that captures 

the feeling of your day in an artistic video. This film is edited to music and delivered 

via Walnut USB thumb drive in a personalized walnut gift box. 

Short Film
1 Cinematographer – All Day Coverage*

$ 1,750

The “Short Film” package consists of an extended highlights film that is 8-10 minutes 

long. This film will incorporate audio and imagery from speeches, vows, letters read 

aloud, etc. along with being edited to music. This film is delivered on 3 DVDs or 3 

Blurays in addition to a Walnut USB thumb drive in a personalized walnut gift box.

Feature Film
2 Cinematographers – All Day Coverage*

$ 2,850
The “Feature Film” package is a 15-20 minute edit of your wedding day. It will have the 

same feel as the Highlights and Short Film packages in a longer more cinematic 

form. You will also get an approximately 1 minute long teaser trailer (delivered 1 week 

after the wedding) to share with friends while waiting for the full edit. The feature film 

will be delivered via 5 custom DVDs or 5 Blurays along with a 
Walnut USB drive in a personalzed Walnut Gift Box.

*Your wedding has so many special moments! That is why each wedding package will include
all day coverage (up to 12 hours). We will arrive during the bridal prep and leave after capturing the 

speeches, first dances and other important events at the reception along with some all around fun!
No time limits, no worrying. We're there!



A La Carte Offerings

Real Time Multi-Camera Ceremony Edit + Reception Speeches: 
Ceremony Less than 35 minutes

$250

Real Time Multi-camera Ceremony Edit + Reception Speeches: 
Ceremony Longer than 35 minutes

$375

Custom DVDs
$10/each

Custom Blurays
$15/each

Extra Walnut Gift Box with USB Stick
$50

If you have any questions do not hesitate to email me at cj@cjmanis.com

We do weddings within a 50 mile radius of downtown St. Louis with no additional charge. For 
travel further than 50 miles, or destination weddings, please contact us to discuss the details 

of your special day.

I look forward to hearing from you soon!

C.J. Manis
Owner/Cinematographer

C.J. Manis Cinematography
www.cjmanis.com

mailto:cj@cjmanis.com

